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Park at Kenilworth Castle car park to the south of the castle off Castle Road, just after the 

ford on your right – Pay & Display £3 (Grid SP279720). By train using the Nuneaton-

Coventry-Leamington service and walk from station (+1.25km each way) or bus no. X17 

from Coventry and alight at the Clock Tower (+0.75km each way). 

1. The walk starts from the far end of the car park on the right. Go thru wooden gate and 

follow well defined footpath along the left-hand field boundary for about 800m. Go 

thru kissing gate and turn half-right along farm track. Go thru kissing gate alongside 

farm gate then follow waymarker straight ahead across grassy area towards the raised 

ground of the Pleasancei. On reaching the Pleasance turn left to plank across stream 

then slight right to meet left-hand field boundary and kissing gate. Go thru and 

maintain this heading along well-defined path, initially along left-hand field boundary 

then right-hand boundary for a total of 1.6km. Upon reaching farm track turn right 

uphill past Chase Wood. 

2. Upon reaching T-junction, after 420m, turn left along farm track and upon reaching 

Warrior’s Lodge Farm take footpath to the left of the buildings. Follow footpath along 

right-hand field boundary for about 250m then go thru gap left and along left-hand 

edge of Hazel Hill Wood. After about 320m the path enters Black Hill Wood; stay on 

this path for about 750m then take footpath right, which is immediately after the first 

field on your right. Pass thru a series of gates and kissing gates, following waymarkers, 

that take you along the front boundary of houses and a farm that has a pool with 

exotic water fowl. After about 750m and immediately after a kissing gate the path 

turns left between a hedge, which can be overgrown, and a fence.  

3. Upon reaching Meer End Road turn right for 150m and walk along verge until you 

reach the Tipperary pubii and take footpath initially along driveway right. At the edge 

of farm building cross stile No. 1 and go diagonally across field to corner and kissing 

gate. Turn right along hedge to stile No. 2 and proceed along path that follows right-

hand field boundary, and over a farm bridge maintaining same heading. Follow left-

hand field boundary up a gentle slope to stile No. 3 and at the next field stile No. 4 then 

go diagonally across next field and thru kissing gate and then join left-hand field 

boundary. Upon reaching small copse of trees go thru and follow path right along left-

hand field boundary.  

4. When the access road to Rudfyn Manoriii is reached turn briefly left and look out for 

post with waymarker and turn right along hedge. Continue along right-hand field 

boundary then diagonally left across open field to hedge opposite and turn left. Follow 

right-hand field boundary, then to the left of a small copse of trees concealing a pond, 

and follow right-hand field boundary for a short distance then follow waymarker 

across field along well-defined path. Go thru field gap and maintaining same heading 

across next field then pick up right-hand field boundary to stile No. 5 and turn right. At 

end of field go thru kissing gate and exit onto Chase Lane, turn right briefly to kissing 

gate left. 

5. Go diagonally left along well-defined footpath to kissing gate in corner of field, briefly 

left to small thicket, then diagonally right across next field to corner of field. Thu 
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kissing gate and diagonally across next two fields to exit onto access road, turn left. 

There are now two options as follows: 

a. After 120m go thru metal gate right and take footpath along western edge of 

Kenilworth Castleiv and return to car park. 

b. Continue up road and exit onto Castle Road and turn right for either 

refreshments at the Queen and Castle on Castle Green or Clarendon Arms on 

Castle Hill. Alternatively continue along Castle Road and enter the Abbey 

Fieldsv left where there are lots of benches for a picnic. 

11 km (7 miles) 5 stiles 

Iain Wells. Surveyed 19th June 2020 with assistance from Stuart and Jean Guy. 

 

 
i The site of a canal and basin, an open area of water giving access to landing stages, dating from the Medieval 
period. Probably used as a pleasure garden and retreat, exclusively for the highest orders of medieval society. 
ii The pub, previously known as the Plough Inn, was the home of Harry Williams who co-wrote the famous song 
‘It’s A Long Way to Tipperary’ with music hall entertainer Jack Judge in 1912 
iii The site of a grange, an outlying farm, which belonged to Kenilworth Abbey during the Medieval period. 
iv Constructed from Norman through to Tudor times. The castle was the subject of the six-month-long Siege of 
Kenilworth in 1266 
v A priory for Augustinian canons was built on this site in about 1124 by Geoffrey de Clinton, which is about the 
same time as he built Kenilworth Castle. 
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